II. 2 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND
JOB CREATION

BUILDING ECONOMIC STABILITY IN THE COMMUNITY
CONTEXT
Roxbury is the new place to be in Boston. Recent housing developments such as Orchard Gardens and the
redevelopment of the former Academy Homes II site, major new public facilities such as the Boston Police
Headquarters, the new Mecca Mall shopping center at Grove Hall, the revival of retail shops and housing
on Blue Hill Avenue, reconstruction of the sidewalks and roadway of Washington Street and the introduction of the Silver Line connection to Downtown Crossing all are changing the character of the area and
re-establishing the link between Roxbury and downtown Boston. Construction is expected to begin by the
end of 2002 on on the Crosstown Project - an approximately one-half million dollar hotel/housing/office
development at the corner of Massachusetts Avenue and Melnea Cass Boulevard. Upon issuance of the
Roxbury Strategic Master Plan, Requests for Proposals (RFP) will be solicited for a number of the major
City and state owned development parcels in Roxbury, beginning in the Crosstown Corridor and Dudley
Square area. (See Figure xx.) These parcels will be released for commercial and housing development.
Creation of new housing also serves an economic development function. High quality, affordable and accessible housing is important to new and existing employers and to neighborhood residents. The availability
of good housing that meets the income capacity of prospective employees is an important consideration in
business location decisions. These are key areas of development for Roxbury that will build the momentum
for further interest in economic activity in the area.
Given its location at the geographic heart of Boston, Roxbury has the potential to become a regional economic center. Roxbury has competitive advantages in terms of its superior access to Logan Airport and the
regional highway network. There are excellent light manufacturing sites and the community enjoys good
proximity to world-reknown medical, educational and cultural institutions. The Roxbury neighborhood is
well-positioned to compete for biotech and high tech industries in the Crosstown Corridor (Melnea Cass
Boulevard), the Southwest Corridor and Dudley Square. Spin-off business from these developments could
reinforce light manufacturing and clean industries in areas near the Newmarket industrial zone. Industrial
jobs are essential to the job base in the neighborhood and the areas that support these types of uses should
be maintained but sufficiently buffered from the adjacent residential neighborhood to provide a safe, aesthetically pleasing and functional environment for both uses.

Examples of Unacceptable Industrial Property

Preferred Standard for Design and Maintenance of Industrial Property

Development projects are not the sole determinants of economic success for Roxbury. Equally important
are the connections among activities related to economic growth and job opportunities and the quality and
nature of any development. This Plan establishes five goals as the context for economic growth. It also
establishes the ground rules or criteria against which development proposals need to be measured in order
to reflect the principles and values of the community.
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t

GOALS
•

Increase the quality and quantity of economically sustainable and environmentally sustainable employment opportunities for residents at every income level, including management and ownership
opportunities.

•

Increase opportunities for job training and education for Roxbury residents, particularly in emerging industries and jobs with career ladders.

•

Encourage emerging industries of the future to locate in Roxbury and to establish relationships
with existing businesses in the community, building on Roxbury’s strategic locational and institutional advantages.

•

Enhance connections to metropolitan and regional employment centers through investment in
public transit.

•

Support local commercial centers and coordinate with existing community development organizations and residents in the area on the development of new businesses and the growth and expansion of existing businesses.

Sustainable Development
The Roxbury community places a high priority on the realization of sustainable economic opportunities that
can weather future economic cycles. Economic development for Roxbury means increasing opportunities
for residents and business owners to thrive. The recommended strategies focus on creating opportunities to
build wealth in the neighborhood through improved access to jobs with growth potential, business start-up
assistance for those with entrepreneurial aspirations and the implementation of policies that facilitate the use
of empty land and vacant buildings for new business development where appropriate. The Plan recommends marketing Roxbury’s assets to promote the neighborhood as a good place to live and work and to
attract investment capital.

Education and Job Training
The keys to achieve economic success and stability in the community include improved secondary education, job training in advancing fields and continuing education for those already in the workforce. It is also
important to build relationships with adjacent communities in order to respond to shared service needs and
to expand job creation opportunities. For example, commercial centers that directly service several neighborhoods such as Egleston Square and Upham’s Corner play an integral role in the overall economic vitality of
all of the neighborhoods abutting them and generate jobs and entrepreneurial opportunities.

Regional Connections to Jobs and Economic Opportunity
The economic health of the Roxbury community and the region are inextricably linked. While the Crosstown Corridor has a number of developable sites that have the potential to attract job-generating uses,
developing the Crosstown Corridor alone will not be sufficient to offset all of the community’s needs. Plans
for the future of the neighborhood must also relate to metropolitan and regional employment opportuni-
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ties. Transportation access is critical to this issue and the Plan recommends strategies that reinforce linkages
between housing, transportation and jobs. Development concepts such as Transit-Oriented Development
promote the building of mixed-use higher density housing around existing and future proposed transit
stops, which in turn reinforces the need and justifies increased expenditures on rapid transit service investment in the neighborhood. Such transit connections can provide better access to jobs in the metropolitan
region with less reliance on personal automobiles. Transit-Oriented Development offers the collatoral
benefit of lowering the need for parking and reducing traffic.
The coordinated implementation of large capital investment projects with other economic development
projects is critical. These investments include an extended light rail service of the Silver Line from downtown and the airport to Dudley Square, Franklin Park and the Zoo, the Boston State Hospital site and Mattapan and providing more stops on the commuter rail (the proposed “Indigo Line”). The implementation
of the Urban Ring will directly link Roxbury to job opportunities in Cambridge, Somerville, Chelsea and at
the airport.
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The Context for Economic Development
The following elements must be in place relative to the kind of economic development the residents would
like to promote in Roxbury:
1.

Neighborhood residents must be able to access a broad range of resources including scholarships,
job training, small business training and access to capital in order to catalyze wealth creation opportunities.

2.

Roxbury residents and business owners are the community’s best advocates and must be involved
in business development, land use and job connection strategies that recycle dollars within the
community through vehicles such as local businesses, branch banking relationships, property ownership and local hiring.

3.

In order for development and prosperity in Roxbury to be inclusive, the community must be
informed about the market forces that drive development, location and business development decisions so that residents and business owners can strategically advocate for advantageous economic
development activity.

4.

There should be a high degree of compatibility between new and existing businesses. Newer businesses must respect the historic character of Roxbury, local ownership, utilize homegrown businesses, and be prepared to employ locally.

5.

Infrastructure improvements and business activity must be planned and coordinated to achieve
maximum benefits.

6.

Economic prosperity for Roxbury is tied to future trends in the economy and potential new economic engines in the region. Consequently good workforce relationships must be built with the
city’s and region’s prevailing industries.

7.

There are many organizations with resources that are available to assist the community in the
pursuit of economic development. Common goals should be established through coalitions and
partnerships that coordinate and place those resources strategically.

8.

The many colleges, universities and hospitals in Roxbury and nearby are important resources for
mutually beneficial relationships with local businesses and community development corporations.
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Grove Hall’s Shopping Center

RECOMMENDED STRATEGIES
1.
Identify the various economic engines that will drive the Roxbury economy. Establish connections to regional, national and international economies through technology, transit, and service
infrastructure development. Create incentives that encourage competition in this market through targeted
public investment by the city and the state utilizing community-sensitive banking and other finance models
such as Capital Market Urban Funds, direct city and state financing, business-to-business partnerships, and
business-to-institution partnerships.
Bank financing is still one of the most prevalent methods of financing growth in the community. While
return on investment is still the primary motivation for a bank to participate in the financing of businesses,
development projects and mortgages, they are also driven by other factors such as CRA (Community Reinvestment Act) requirements and local business and community perceptions.
2.
Develop a Roxbury Business Center clearing house to educate potential funders on the
strengths of the Roxbury market and the various municipal funds and guarantees that could be
leveraged. As an example, Capital Market Urban Funds are Wall Street based finance sources that are
looking for a specific return on their investment in order to find an investment attractive. Most investments
in emerging markets find it difficult to offer the magnitude of return that these funds seek. If the city and
state are willing to offer guarantees or subsidies to reduce project costs, then many more projects could be
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seen as being attractive to these finance sources.
3.
Focus economic development in strategic areas in Roxbury such as in neighborhood centers and along major boulevards. Areas for emphasis include:

•

The Newmarket Business District. A menu of incremental improvements should be made in
the short term, while future long-term development options are considered that will utilize the area
for the highest economic development use. New architectural standards and improved streetscape
treatment including signage and lighting, particularly on Massachusetts Avenue, should be implemented to communicate that the area is a modern, well-maintained business and industrial environment. There needs to be better definition of the edge between Newmarket activities and the
adjacent residential neighborhoods to maintain efficient operations without negatively impacting
the adjacent housing. The entire Newmarket area should be studied to optimize traffic circulation
and land parcelization in order to modernize the district and maximize its future economic development potential.

•

Crosstown Corridor. The Melnea Cass Boulevard / Crosstown Corridor taken as a whole represents the largest number of buildings and parcels with potential for economic development in the
study area. This area is also a special focus area and is explored in great detail in Section III of this
report.

•

Jackson Square is an important gateway and connection between the Roxbury and Jamaica Plain
communities. Anchored by the Jackson Square Orange Line subway station, the area has enormous potential for new mixed-use development on the vacant land and in the underutilized buildings in the area. The Jackson Coordinating Group is currently working with the BRA to develop
an implementation strategy for the development of community facilities, affordable housing and
small-scale locally owned businesses within a quarter-mile of the T station. This vision is detailed
in the report entitled “Putting the Pieces Together: A report on the Jackson Square Planning Initiative,” which was published in September 2001.

•

Grove Hall and the Blue Hill Avenue corridor are enjoying a renaissance with new residential
and commercial development. Anchored by the new shopping center “Grove Hall’s Mecca,”
Grove Hall has once again become a thriving hub of activity. Grove Hall Main Streets and the
BRA recently completed a community-based initiative called “Housing on Main Streets in Grove
Hall” to identify potential residential development concepts for privately-owned vacant parcels
along Blue Hill Avenue.

•

Upham’s Corner has long been a thriving commercial center for residents of both Roxbury and
Dorchester, but it has suffered from a lack of high quality, reliable public transit service. The Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority’s study of the Fairmount Commuter Rail Line – which
currently stops at the Upham’s Corner station on Dudley Street – will likely support the idea of
increasing the frequency of the rail service along the line to provide improved service to residents,
shoppers and workers in the area. In addition, the current concept for the Urban Ring circumferential transit service includes bus rapid transit (BRT) service along the Dudley Street Corridor
between Dudley Square and JFK / UMass stations. In a recent community-based planning effort

Job training could provide residents with employmet in biotech and
other future businesses

Roxbury Community College
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called “Fostering Transit Oriented Development at Upham’s Corner,” community members expressed a strong concern about any new development in the area without public transit improvements.
4.
Offer incentives and place higher priority on developing and attracting businesses that produce jobs for community residents and that provide technical/vocational education and training for
various job skills and levels. Job training is critical in order for residents to access high wage employment.
Community-based organizations like the Urban League, Morgan Memorial, Dimock, L’Alianza Hispania and
others offer a variety of job training and skills development programs. We can further reinforce this objective by forging new alliances with institutions, corporations, developers and the city.
5.
Preserve existing community-based employers, increase residents’ job readiness skills and
improve access to regional employment opportunities. The project area contains or is bordered by
several centers of employment and venues for job training including the Newmarket industrial district, the
Boston University Medical center, the Crosstown/Melnea Cass Boulevard corridor, Northeastern University,
Roxbury Community College, Wentworth Institute of Technology and the Longwood Medical Area. In addition, there are a number of smaller employers with businesses scattered throughout the community.

Example of tech-based business

The economic ties between existing community-based employers and the Roxbury community can be
strengthened through increasing educational levels, providing training and services to the community and
through the implementation of programs to facilitate the purchase of goods and services from Roxburybased businesses. Mechanisms should also be explored to create new entrepreneurial opportunities for
Roxbury residents related to the needs of institutions and industries located within or in close proximity to
the Roxbury neighborhood.
6.
The Plan recommends the establishment of an Institutional Collaboration Committee, to
identify job training and business opportunities between the institutions and the community. The
large numbers of institutions and community organizations near or within Roxbury are an enormous asset,
relative to economic development and job training. The Institutional Collaboration Committee can foster
and reinforce the recognition of mutual dependency and accountability between institutional entities and the
Roxbury neighborhood.
7.
Establish the eastern end of Melnea Cass Boulevard as a technology/institution zone connecting the surrounding areas of Newmarket and Lower Roxbury and market it as an attractive location for “technology-based” businesses to locate. With Biosquare and Boston Medical Center already
there, this corridor is off to a good start in building businesses that could define Roxbury as a “technologyfocused” community built around an institutional connector. The institutions should be engaged in discussions on cooperation and promotion of this identity as well as the type of jobs that would be generated.

Ruggles

Dudley
Square

8.
Utilize the city’s new Boston Back Streets Program. This program administered through the
Jackson
BRA grew out of the specific needs of neighborhoods such as Roxbury. The program
is an economic
Square
development initiative designed to support the existing thousands of small- and mid-sized commercial and
industrial businesses of proven viability that operate in neighborhoods throughout the city and help create a
more workable and business friendly environment to attract new businesses into the city.
These businesses must be willing to meet the “best practices” requirements regarding being good neighbors
Egleston
Square

Upham’s
Corner
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to adjacent residential communities in return for support from the city in the form of business-targeted
services assistance, and in some cases, funding. Back Streets’ Hotline is (617) 918-4400 and the website is
www.bostonbackstreets.com.

Existing light industrial business on Hampden Street

9.
Market Roxbury as a destination for tourism, culture and the arts which could provide
significant multipliers in restaurant visits, shopping, and entertainment in neighborhood centers.
Effectively marketing Roxbury as an excellent location to do business can go a long way to promote the
community to businesses seeking new locations. A positive local and national marketing program promoting
Roxbury as a great place to do business should be created. The profile of Roxbury as a place to live, work
and play can be raised through the development of a “Roxbury Pride” marketing campaign with audio,
visual and graphic promotional materials including guidebooks, brochures, maps and guided / unguided
walking tours which highlight Roxbury’s history and cultural attractions.
These are special times for urban neighborhoods. After years of focus in suburban and rural areas, developers and investors now realize that cities like Boston and neighborhoods such as Roxbury are important
under-served markets for business and housing development. Good development is being generated from
these trends as evidenced in Grove Hall and the new development energy growing in Dudley Square. The
successes in these neighborhood centers should be celebrated (and advertised) within the community and
with the larger public.
10.
Market the arts in Roxbury as an economic resource. A public relations liaison should be
hired to broker positive relationships with local TV and print media outlets. Proactive efforts should be
initiated to correct inaccurate or negative portrayals of the Roxbury community by the media. A media
watchdog committee should be established to assure fairness and accuracy.

Example of light industrial business design approach that could be
applied to business above

11.
Continue to improve transit access and promote the access that Roxbury has today.
Roxbury’s geographic location relative to the broader metro area is very significant, yet the ease of travelling between this neighborhood and other important destinations has not been well promoted. Bringing
businesses, jobs, and wealth to this community requires not only promotion but also an acceptance on the
part of the community of the difficult challenges that go along with having to balance economic development with transit access, traffic, air quality, parking, density and gentrification pressures.
12.
Establish high level environmental standards and “best practices” for new and existing
business development in the neighborhood. The BRA’s Boston Back Streets Program is a resource
to develop strategies such as buffer type land uses could be developed between residential areas and light
industrial areas. Hampden Street, where the Orchard Park residential neighborhood directly faces the Newmarket industrial area, is a good location for new land uses along with streetscape improvements to Hampden Street in order to make a more pleasant interface between the new housing and the older industrial area.
13.
Mitigate incompatible uses by requiring businesses to clean up and better organize their
facilities, remove environmentally hazardous substances from sites and develop edges of industrial
areas with uses that better fit with residential communities. Preserving these industrial areas is very
important to the future of the community. These areas provide meaningful employment at a variety of skill
levels. However, they must also be responsible neighbors, particularly where they abut schools and residential areas.
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14.
Funding should be sought to clean and develop Brownfield sites. The large number of
Brownfield sites in Roxbury are an immediate problem but also a potential asset if government funds can be
tapped for the redevelopment of such sites. The proposed Roxbury Business Center should investigate how
Roxbury businesses and community organizations can successfully access state and federal funding.
15.
Transportation planning should be coordinated with business development activities.
Transportation and economic development are inextricably linked. Transit Oriented Development that
strategically matches development with transit accessibility needs is important to regulate the amount of
vehicular traffic generated in the community. Traffic impacts are critical to decisions made about the type
and amount of development Roxbury wishes to encourage.
16.
Economic development interventions should be planned to reinforce and add to the integrity of existing commercial nodes such as Dudley Square, which traditionally has served as the
primary business and cultural hub for the Roxbury community. Roxbury is served by several well-identified commercial nodes, including Grove Hall, Egleston Square, Dudley Square, the Washington Park Mall
area and nearby Uphams Corner. The Plan includes strategies and design interventions to reinforce and add
to the integrity of these existing commercial nodes. The Plan recognizes the primary role of Dudley Square
as Roxbury’s “central business district.” Increased access via the new Silver Line, the anticipated Urban
Ring, the relocation of the Department of Public Health offices to Dudley Square and the ongoing success
of the Main Streets program signals its renewed potential as a citywide commercial destination and cultural
hub. Resources and programs should continue to be targeted to the Dudley Square area in order to hasten
its return to its former prominence as a regional commercial and cultural center.

The Egleston Square Commercial Node

17.
Target resources to enhance existing workplaces and create new opportunities for expansion in appropriate locations (particularly near transit) that offer ease of access to Roxbury residents.
18.
Provide residents with convenient access to goods and services by reinforcing existing local neighborhood shopping areas. A healthy urban community is composed of much more than housing.
To that end, the Plan recommends that local neighborhood shopping areas be reinforced through a combination of strategies including streetscape improvements, “Main Streets” façade improvement programs and
favorable building code and zoning regulations.
Business Improvements Funded by the “Main Streeets” Program

19.
Develop a Roxbury Business Center and Clearing House to facilitate and monitor economic development activity. The Center should be located in the Dudley Square area and might also
include office and retail incubator space. Such a center could also generate opportunities for greater institutional collaboration. Funding for this kind of initiative should be sought immediately from both private and
public sources.
20.
Reasonable standards and criteria should be developed and enforced to attract the kinds of
businesses preferred in Roxbury. Ownership structure, training and hiring practices, operational characteristics (noise, traffic, hours of operation), the nature of the work and pay scales, potential environmental
impacts and urban design are all considerations to be evaluated.
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Example of Street vs. Service Facades

21.
Existing viable commercial or industrial businesses located in or near residential areas
should be adequately screened and buffered to eliminate negative impacts.
22.
Strategies and initiatives should be created to increase the size, variety and number of
businesses owned by Roxbury residents. The development and strengthening of both new and existing business associations will serve to enhance business development. A profile of active businesses and
industries already located in Roxbury should be regularly updated developed and maintained, perhaps by
the Roxbury Business Center. Programs to expand, reinforce and improve neighborhood shopping facilities
should be supported in conjunction with the city’s Main Streets program.

EMPOWERMENT
ZONE

23.
Creative strategies and mechanisms need to be identified to increase and leverage the
amount of public and private investment capital available to Roxbury-based businesses. Increasing economic diversity within the community has the potential to create a stronger market base for existing
businesses located in Roxbury and for new businesses that might be attracted to a Roxbury location.
Empowerment Zone: In 1999 the city of Boston received the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development’s designation as a federal Empowerment Zone (EZ). Thus portions of Boston lying within
the official boundaries of the EZ - including parts of Roxbury - became the focus of a $100 million distribution of federal monies over a 10-year period. These funds are earmarked exclusively for efforts that
“generate economic self-sufficiency for Empowerment Zone residents through job creation and human
development programming.” EZ funds help finance development projects that bring jobs, economic activity,
investment, and urban design improvements to neighborhoods lying within the official boundaries. Projects
underway in Roxbury receiving EZ funds include the Best Western Roundhouse Hotel, Palladio Hall, Fairfield Center at Dudley, and the Grove Hall Mecca shopping mall. Funding from the EZ is largely directed
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toward “human development programming,” as language, job readiness, and other types of skills training
are seen as crucial resources for Boston’s residents as well as its entire workforce. Current programming
of this sort that is being funded by Boston EZ moneys include:

•
•
•

Computer and office skills training at Morgan Memorial Goodwill Industries
Alternative (High School) Education through Roxbury YouthWorks
Alternative Education through Ecumenical Social Action Committee (located at Egleston Square)

Other methods to facilitate appropriate development include: the use of tax incentives, (tax increment finance districts, business improvement districts, etc.), and linkage programs and expedited the
permitting processes.
24.
Develop design and maintenance standards to fit compatibly with adjacent residential
neighborhoods and open spaces. The plan proposes physical design improvements including façade
improvements, upgraded signage, lighting, landscaping and general maintenance standards. Equally important are operational standards that include reduced noise levels, visual screening of on-site storage, limited
hours of operation, etc.

Fairfield Center

Palladio Hall

Example of screened storage
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